
Analysis Report  2021

School Name: Murrays Bay School School
Number: 1387

Strategic Aim: ● To ensure that our school continues to consistently deliver the NZ curriculum, catering to all students and their individual needs and
capabilities.

Annual Aim: ● To promote the wellbeing of all students and staff across our school.

Target: ● To have full understanding of, and demonstrate consistently, our School Values across the MBPS community

Baseline Data 2019 -2020

A review of how the values were being taught, celebrated and reported  took place:

● Most classrooms had the values displayed
● Some teachers were teaching the values explicitly (inconsistent across teams and classes within teams)
● Play time value awards used by most duty teachers. Younger students positive about these while older students lost interest very

quickly. Feedback was that they were not bothered about being congratulated in front of the school.
● Reward systems in classes were inconsistent in both quality and use.
● Whole school assembly Values Awards were important to, and valued by, most students but feedback from parents was that their child

could not articulate what they had done to demonstrate the value they were being celebrated for.
● Set up on SMS system was not teacher friendly and, instead of data being entered regularly, teachers often left this until the end of the

year meaning that most students only got a RESPECT award at the end of the year, and some students who should have got a
RESPECT award.

● End of Year reporting was often based on observation of the student in class, rather than the data in the SMS system

The findings from  the review showed that the introduction of the Values had been effective. The next step was to embed them into the school
culture and to improve the teaching and assessment of progress in these. Further action was taken (although COVID- 19  caused some
interruption):
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● In house PLD provided to unpack the values and to create a rubric of what each Value looked/sounded like in the junior, middle and
senior school to ensure progression.

● Process of entering data into the SMS was disbanded as an ineffective measuring tool.
● Addition of prizes for play time awards to improve buy in for older students.
● Team assembly awards used as a vehicle to reward and celebrate student demonstration of the values, rather than ‘good work’
● Whole school assembly Values Awards kept the same as more focused teaching of the values improved the ability for students to

articulate  how they had demonstrated the values.
● A Principal's RESPECT Award was developed and introduced (each term, one student per class chosen for consistently demonstrating

all the values and in a special assembly, a citation read out clearly stating how the student had demonstrated the values. The students
are awarded a certificate and have lunch and a fun afternoon with the Principal.

Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

● Appointed a Values Leader
with 1MU to be responsible
for implementing the
RESPECT values across the
school community

● Continued to promote the
importance of the values and
use teaching opportunities
during the different COVID
levels

● Curriculum Development PLG
worked collaboratively to
check the alignment of the
Mission, Vision and Values

● Values now displayed in and
consistently referred to in all
classrooms

● Values now included in
teaching programmes with a
focus each half term on each
one ensuring consistent
coverage and progression.

● Language of the values is
consistent and embedded into
classroom/school culture and
students at all age levels are
able to articulate what the
values look/sound like and
can apply them to their
behaviour and attitude to
learning.

● Leader created a consistent
resource for staff and
monitored use.

● Structure and resources
made it easier for teachers to
include teaching the values in
their already busy timetables.

● Students could see and hear
the different values and
began to measure their
progress against this.

● Staff, parents and students
used the values shared via
Zoom assemblies and
teaching sessions to support
the wellbeing of each other
during challenging times.

● Leader is investigating how
the Values could be displayed
in different areas of the
school, including descriptions
of these for the different age
groups (this was put on hold
on hold due to COVID)

● As part of the development of
our local curriculum, we will
look at applying the Måori
Tikanga lens to our
RESPECT values.
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● Values awards continued to
be awarded at Junior and
Senior assemblies via Zoom
under COVID restrictions.

● The language of the values
and rewards for
demonstrating these
was/were used during Zoom
teaching sessions and
conversations with parents.

● The Principals RESPECT
Award continued via Zoom
with class teachers, students
and the parents of the
Principal Award recipients.

● Mission, Vision and Values
were realigned over PLD
sessions with Leading
Learning and staff are now
clearer with how important
alignment is when developing
an effective curriculum.

●

● The PLD was structured and
allowed for robust discussion
before coming to an
agreement.

Planning for next year: Localised Curriculum Design

● Continued role of Values leader
● Continued support for teachers in the teaching and learning, and assessment of the Values
● Continuation of Values leader to be part of the Local Curriculum PLG, to provide expertise in ensuring that the RESPECT values reflect Tikanga.
● Provision of PLD for staff on the importance of understanding and demonstrating the school values as adults
● Continued work of the Local Curriculum PLG, alongside Jo Robson (Leading Learning), to develop profiles for different stages of the learning pathway,

audit our current curriculum, address gaps and design a more localised curriculum including building cultural capacity and assessment for learning
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● Local Curriculum PLG will lead, monitor and support, the implementation of the work done by the group with their teaching teams
● NZ Framework will form the basis of the localised curriculum with content and progress tracked
● Local Curriculum will cater to all students and their individual needs and capabilities
● Priority learners will be continued to be identified, support will be given to parents and teachers and progress will be monitored.

Key to Abbreviations:

ESOL - English as Second Language Learners RTLB - Resource Teacher of Learning and Behaviour

CoL - Community of Learning ILE - Innovative Learning Environment

OTJ - Overall Teacher Judgement

TAI - Teaching as Inquiry

GATE - Gifted and Talented Learners

PLG - Professional Learning Group
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